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Abstract: This paper presents modelization, simulation and experimentation of innovative evaporator to
improve the performances for desalination of seawater by evaporation. Indeed, the principle is to benefit from
condensation of steam (saturated vapor) which releases latent heat that we recuperate to raise feed temperature.
Another advantage is to benefit from solar energy using appropriate concentrator of radiations especially solar
parabola. Seawater desalination by evaporation using renewable energy is a promising technology for covering
fresh water supply shortage. Furthermore, the heart of this project is to develop a special condenser that it will
allow to recuperate latent heat of steam then ensures desalination process by the minimum of energy. Therefore,
we built here new system of distillation by multiple effects.
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INTRODUCTION Modelization and Simulation of Solar Parabola: During

There are many thermal processes [1, 2] of parameters in consideration especially diameter of
desalination by distillation that why we propose to adopt parabola and focal distance. Indeed, when the diameter
our appropriate system for seawater which is a crucial increase the flux absorbed by the parabola is important
element of life forever. As it is known these processes and the process of concentration is strong. In this case,
consume a lot of energy thereon we develop innovative the diameter is 1,2 meter. Thanks to a code built in Matlab
evaporator of distillation by multiple effects which are the reflexion of radiations can be simulated as shown in
strong among others. Above that, to assure challenge and Fig. 1. We note that parallel incident radiations are not
investigation of our system we implement solar energy a parallel to parabola axis converge in a point of focal plan
renewable energy [3]. To resolve the shortage of fresh according to geometry and incident angle.
water many researchers around the world tend to use
these processes widely in comparison to last year’s. To Boiling Time: As we want to realize desalination by
bypass energy requirements we conceptualize a solar evaporation, we exploit solar irradiation (W/m ). The
concentrator of radiations to obtain thermal energy evaporator dimensions are very important during boiling
required by evaporation. To extend as possible the process. We choose the Aluminum to get optimal
interval of utilization during the day we automatize the reflexion then the power received by our evaporator is
phenomenon of sun tracking [4]. More details about calculated by the following equation [13]:
thermal  processes  and  solar  radiations concentration
are given in references [5, 6]. The aim of the present P =R. S . /4. (D -d ) (1)
investigation  is  to  estimate  performances  of  our
system and  ameliorate  the  efficiency  [7-10]. As far as Where: R=0.9: Aluminum reflexion coefficient.
we look for possibilities of renewable energies D=1,2m: Parabola mirror diameter.
implementations for our system as it will be done for d=0.2m: Evaporator diameter.
others thermal processes [11, 12]. S : Solar irradiance (W/m ).

both modelization and conception we take some
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Fig. 1: Convergence of radiations for incident angle 5° to
focal axis by Matlab programming.

Fig. 2: Simulation of boiling time with absorptivity under
Matlab.

By ignorance of losses, the time of boiling can be
obtained from this equation:

m.C.dT/dt= .P (2)evap

Finally,  by  simple  integration  of  the  evoked
equation the time of boiling is illustrated by the following
equation [14]:

t = [m.C . (T -T )]/ .P (3)p b a evap………………………...

Where:
m: Seawater mass (kg).
C =4,186 KJ/Kg.p

°C: Calorific capacity of water or Mass Heat of Water.
T =100°C: Boiling temperature.b

T =Tair: Ambient temperature (°C).a

: Evaporator absorptivity.

Boiling time is linked to absorptivity with exponential
law given by this equation:

t=K.exp (- . ) (4)

Where:
K: Time (min) for minimal absorptivity.

: Material absorption coefficient.
: Absorptivity.

Solar Parabola: We can calculate the power received by
solar parabola adopting appropriate method. The pressure
depends on altitude. Thereon the optical mass of air is
given by the equation [15]:

m = exp (-h/8200)/cos (5)

Where:
: Zenithal angle (°).

h: Height relies to sea level(m).
m: Optical mass.

After building a C source code we are able to simulate
the evolution of optical mass in function of zenithal angle
as illustrated by Fig. 3.

The irradiance at surface of parabola depends on
extra-atmospheric irradiance and optical mass as we
confirm by the equation below [16]:

S  = S . ……………………………….(6)pb 0
m

Where:
S : Received irradiance by solar parabola (W/m ).pb

2

S  = 1376 W/m2: Extra-atmospheric irradiance.0

: Atmospheric transmittance (0.65 - 0.75 refer to
Campbell).

As we know that optical mass of air depends on
zenithal  angle  so  solar  irradiance  which  is in relation
with  optical  mass  varies  in  function of zenithal angle.
We illustrate that by a source code able to simulate
variation for different altitude and zenithal angle as shown
in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3: Optical mass of air in function of zenithal angle
using Matlab source code.

Fig. 4: Evolution of solar irradiance for different zenithal
angle and altitude built in Matlab.

Table 1: Solar parabola energy in function of altitude (Midelt city with
coordinates 32° 41' north, 4° 44' west, altitude 1.521m) under
zenithal angle Ø=32°.

Height (m) Energy (KJ)
800 933.53
1000 940.03
1200 946.46
1400 952.83

By simple integration we can find easily the energy
given by a solar parabola based on the following relation:

E =  Spddt (7)pb

If  we  do  consider  that  the  power has low
variations so it behaves as constant then thanks to code
develops under Matlab we get the results are shown in
the Table 1.

The  energy  received  by   seawater  inside
evaporator can be determined by this expression:

Fig. 5: System schematic description.

Table 2: Evolution of temperature and heat tests

Ambient Focal Received

Time Temperature (°C) temperature (°C) heat (KJ)

11pm 30 102 602.78

12pm 31 112 678.13

1pm 33 126  778.59

2pm 32 118 719.99

Q =m .C . (T -T ) = µ. E (9)eau eau p b a evap

Where:
µ: Evaporator substance efficiency (for copperµ=0.7).
E : Energy received by evaporator (KJ)evap

m : Seawater mass (Kg).eau

T : Boiling temperature (°C).b

T : Ambient temperature (°C).a

Referring to various references our system is defined
by these essentials connections [17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24].

J  = V / t: Distillate flow (10)d d

R(%)= (1-X /X ).100: Salt rejection (11)d f

SEC=m .C .[T -T ]/md: Specific energy consumption (13)f p s f

GOR=m .L /m .C .[T -T ]:d v f p s f

 Desalination performance efficiency (14)

=m .L / m .C .[T -T ]: Thermal efficiency (15)d v f p v f

L =2501-2.41.T +1,2.10 .T -1.58.10 .T :v v v v
-3 2 -5 3

Latent heat (16)

We illustrate here tests of measures during a day for
solar parabola as demonstrated by the given Table 2.
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Fig. 6: Modelization of Multiple effects distillation process using Aspen Hysys

Fig. 7: Evolution of both temperature and pressure of MED system under Aspen Hysys.

Modelization and   Simulation   of   Solar  Evaporator: conduction and lead to optimal efficiency. Here is the
To describe the process of thermal  energy  recuperation schematic of dynamic model built using Aspen Hysys in
we use special software. In our situation we have used which we show condenser, boiler and recycler to
Aspen Hysys because it is so strong for such systems of recuperate latent heat for each effect of this process of
desalination by distillation. The steam has latent heat that desalination under old name distillation with multiple
we provide from to increase the temperature of feed water effects (MED).
thereat we reach to minimize energy requirements.
Moreover the helicoidal geometry of built system Simulations: After model building we execute the
minimizes losses of thermal energy.  Above,  substances simulation under Aspen Hysys in dynamic mode. The
and metals of conception are suitable to endure evolution of temperature, pressure and percentages of
temperature variations and ensure the best thermal liquid and gas phase are shown in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 8: Composition of water during desalination process given by Aspen Simulator.

Fig. 9: Estimated temperature of effects and comparison of phases during distillation under Aspen Hysys.

System Conception: The aim is to convert as possible aluminum and galvanic metals to obtain strong system
solar heat to thermal one and realize the evaporation by especially the evaporator. Moreover, we use adequate
the minimum of energy. Thereby, we adopt recycling of sensors for measures of awesome parameters which affect
steam that liberates its latent heat. For implementation of performances of this system of desalination.
solar, we fabricate appropriate concentrator with parabolic
shape. We are looking to obtain best performances in Experimentations: A test of measures after training of
comparison with different desalination systems. All sensors we can fill the given Table otherwise some losses
substances that we use have important characteristics to and undesired variations due to issue of instruments. This
keep heat and conduct it as needed to reduce losses of system has many advantages based on evolution of
heat. Relying upon these reasons we base on copper parameters in the given Table 3.
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Fig. 10: Conception of automated solar parabola concentrator and MED evaporator. 

Table 3: Developed evaporator performances.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS The evolution of temperature doesn’t extend substances

This system presents a big defiance among other thermodynamics transformations. The distillate
procceses of desalination thanks to its characteristics. conductivity becomes less than 650 µS/cm. So we obtain
Refer to specific energy consumption evolution it fresh water by referring to world organization of health.
decreases with effects to reach 8.31KWh/m for the feefth Based on our study the condenser dimensions have3

effect. Thus, the distillate quantity produced is sufficient awesome effect talking about efficiency of energy
and it constitues  the  third  of inial quantity of seawater consumption and recuperation. Thereon in this work
to  desalinate  as  shown  by  the  fifth   effect  (31 L/h). driven solar and innovated system ensure salt rejection of
The geometry helicodial for condenser or recycler is 36%. We note that boiling temperature increases with
justified refer to desalination performance efficiency effect graduation then the process of distillation doesn’t
which  it increases  to  reach 2.5% since the fourth effect. require much energy so recuperation is obtained. 

Fig. 11: Variation of distillate flux with effect number. Fig. 12: Progression of boiling temperature

temperature deterioration so our system endures
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Fig. 13: Evolution of vapor temperature via effect. Fig. 16: Latent heat for various vapor temperature.

Fig. 14: Steam temperature of different effect. Fig. 17: Progress of distillate conductivity.

Fig. 15: Specific energy consumption with effect. Fig. 18: Desalination performance efficiency.

CONCLUSIONS recuperation of steam latent heat ensures optimal boiling

This work as evoked is a defiance and awesome More advantages are the implementation of free energy
alternative in comparison to other processes of from solar radiations in this process of desalination so it
desalination. Moreover we recuperate the energy using is a promising method which it can be used widely. Above
appropriate system that bases on latent heat of steam. that conception of either shapes geometry of evaporator,
Thereon we are able to reduce requirements of energy. So, condenser and concentrator have a positive effect on
the efficiency has been improved thanks to various evaporation process, desalination performances and
phenomena for samples accelerated evolution of boiling efficiency. Seawater desalination has confirmed to resolve
and vapor temperatures to saturations points in a short the fresh water problems in many countries around the
time so we reduce energy requirements. Also, the world.  Otherwise  that,  a  various researches are doing to

temperature which boosts and permits efficient ratio.
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let these processes more economic. Among solutions, we REFERENCES
base on photovoltaic in our work which permits suitable
reduction in costs. Recycling of vapor decreases the
specific energy consumption required for desalination
unit as confirmed by efficiency. Above that all, evaporator
and condenser are fabricated from suitable metals like
copper to ensure adequate thermal conducting and
minimize dissipation of thermal energy. Referring to many
paths of research we reduce multi-effect performances in
one system keeping a good efficiency. This project is an
improvement of thermal process of desalination that it
costs more. Actually improving geometry, reuse of latent
heat and implementation of solar energy allow us to
qualify such systems as alternative method to resolve
fresh water shortage. Another advantage of this system
is the simplicity of repairing and possibility to use in
various areas with the implementation of different
renewable energies.
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Nomenclature:

T Feed temperature of sea water (°C) f

T Vapor temperature (°C) v

T Boiling temperature (°C) b

T Steam temperature (°C) s

T Ambient temperature (°C) a

X Feed salinity of sea water (g/L) f

Conductivity of seawater (mS/cm) f

V Distillate volume (L) d

X Distillate Salinity (g/L)d

R Recovery ratio or efficiency (%)
Distillate Conductivity (mS/cm)d

m Distillate mass (Kg)d

C Heat capacity of liquid water (J/kg C)p
o

m Feed mass of seawater in the evaporator (kg) f

L Latent heat of water: 2256 kJ/kg at 100°Cv

SEC Specific calorific consumption of product fresh
water (kJ/kg)

R Rejection ratio (%)
GOR Desalination efficiency (%)

Thermal efficiency (%)
J Flow of Product fresh water (kg/s)d

S Solar irradiance (W/m ).0
2

P Power of evaporator (W).evap

S Received irradiance by solar parabola (W/m ).pb
2
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